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1 INTRODUCTION 21 IntroductionGiven a programming language L with standard semantics [[�]]D : L ! D, an abstract interpretation[2, 6] of L is a semantics [[�]]A : L ! A, together with a function abs : D ! A. A represents someproperty of programs in L, [[�]]A is the static computation of that property, and abs is the de�nitionof that property with respect to semantic values. These various functions are related by a \safety"condition asserting that [[�]]A approximates abs � [[�]]D; in general, only an approximation can beobtained, due to computability considerations. Despite this, the property may be considered to besubject to analysis by abstract interpretation. Strictness of functions (the property that f? = ?)is an example of such a property [4, 5, 7].Under what circumstances, then, can we assert that a property is not analyzable by abstractinterpretation? If there are no constraints on A or abs, we can never say it. However, twoconstraints are commonly placed on them:1. A is a domain of �nite height. This ensures that [[�]]A can be computed even if it involves�xedpoints.2. abs is monotonic. This permits properties of �xedpoints in D to be inferred from the corre-sponding �xedpoints in A.Thus, we will say:De�nition 1 A property P of L is de�nable by abstract interpretation if there is an abstractinterpretation as above, where A is of �nite height and abs is monotonic, and a partition of A intoAP [ Anon-P , such that for any program `, ` has property P if and only if abs([[`]]D) 2 AP .We propose this as the most general possible reading for \de�nable by abstract interpretation."Note that it makes no substantive reference to [[�]]A: the ability to actually compute P is not atissue. We are simply saying that, at the minimum, we must be able to de�ne P by a monotonicmap and \read o�" the answer from A.Given this de�nition, non-de�nability of property P can be proven by producing an in�nitesequence of elements of D that alternate between P and non-P .Head-strictness [3, 11] is a property of functions of lists that has for some time been thoughtnot to be de�nable by abstract interpretation. What it says, intuitively, is that if the functionexamines any pre�x of its argument, it evaluates all the elements of that pre�x. Speci�cally:De�nition 2 Function f is head-strict, or H-strict, if f is strict and f � H = f , where H isde�ned by: H : ? 7! ?nil 7! nil?:y 7! ?x:y 7! x:H(y); if x 6= ?Our main theorem is:Theorem 1 Head-strictness is not de�nable by abstract interpretation.



2 HEAD-STRICTNESS IS NOT DEFINABLE 3By an easy extension of the proof of theorem 1, we can obtain a proof of unde�nability of a usefulvariant of head-strictness:De�nition 3 f is head-strict in a head-strict context if f is strict and H � f � H = H � f .Theorem 2 Head-strictness in a head-strict context is not de�nable by abstract interpretation.Section 2 contains the proofs of theorems 1 and 2, section 3 explains why our de�nition of head-strictness is slightly di�erent from that in [11], and section 4 discusses \unde�nability by BHA-styleanalysis" [1, 4].2 Head-strictness is not de�nableH is an example of a projection, that is, an idempotent function below the identity in the functionspace ordering. In [11], strictness properties of functions on lists are formulated using projections;head-strictness and head-strictness in a head-strict context are examples.De�nition 4 [11] Given projections � and � and function f , we say f has property � ) �, orwrite f : �) �, if f is strict and � � f = � � f � �. (By abuse of notation, we also write �) �to denote ff j f : �) �g.)Thus, head-strictness is property I ) H, where I is the identity function, and head-strictness in ahead-strict context is property H ) H.Many projections used in strictness analysis are smash projections [4], which means they mapevery element either to ? or to itself. Such projections lead to properties having a simple structure:Fact 1 If � and � are smash projections, then �) � is downward closed.Proof Our assumptions are that f is strict, � � f = � � f � �, and g v f . Obviously, g is strict.Then, for any x, there are two possibilities:� �x = ?. Then g v f implies �(gx) v �(fx) = �(f(�x)) = �(f?) = ?, so �(gx) = ?.But �(g(�x)) v �(gx), so �(g(�x)) = ? also.� �x = x. In this case, �(g(�x)) = �(gx) is immediate.The simple structure of � ) � in this case allows it to be captured by a monotonic function.The peculiar feature of H is that it is not a smash projection. In fact, if we de�ne a value x to be�-strict when �(x) = x, we can construct an in�nite sequence of lists that are alternately H-strictand non-H-strict: 1:? v 1:?:? v 1:1:? v 1:1:?:? v : : :H-strict not H-strict@@@I ������*HHHHHHY ����



2 HEAD-STRICTNESS IS NOT DEFINABLE 4where 1 is some value of D other than ?. This observation can be parlayed into a proof of theorem 1:Proof of theorem 1 As stated earlier, it su�ces to present an increasing sequence of functions< fi >i�0, such that for all i, fi is H-strict i� fi+1 is not H-strict. The result follows from theobservation that these functions are computable and therefore contained in D.Notation xi:y is the list x:x: : : : :x| {z }i times :yContinuing to assume 1 is an element of D other than ?, de�ne the function g from lists tolists: g : ? 7! ?x 7! 1:?; x 6= ?Now de�ne the sequence < fi >i by, for all i � 0 :f2i : ? 7! ??:y 7! ?x:y 7! 1i:?; x 6= ?f2i+1 : ? 7! ??:y 7! ?x:y 7! 1i:g(y); x 6= ?In other words, f2i(x:y) inspects x and, if the inspection ever terminates, returns the list 1i:?.f2i+1(x:y) inspects x and return either 1i:? or 1i+1:?, depending upon the result of inspecting y;in programming terms, it returns 1i:t, where t is a thunk which, when evaluated, inspects y and, ifthat inspection terminates, returns 1:?. Clearly, all these functions are computable.That < fi >i forms a non-decreasing sequence is obvious. We need only:1. f2i is H-strict. Consider the cases:f2i(?) = f2i(H(?))f2i(?:y) = ? = f2i(?) = f2i(H(?:y))f2i(x:y) = 1i:? = f2i(x:H(y)) (since f2i(x:y) does not depend on y)= f2i(H(x:y))2. f2i+1 is not H-strict. Consider the list 1:?:?:f2i+1(1:?:?) = 1i+1:?f2i+1(H(1:?:?)) = f2i+1(1:?) = 1i:?Thus, f2i+1 6= f2i+1 � H.From this proof, we easily obtain:Proof of theorem 2 Recall that f : H ) H if f is strict and H � f � H = H � f . Then simplynote that H � fi = fi for all i in the proof of theorem 1. It follows that for all i, f2i is head-strictin a head-strict context and f2i+1 is not.



3 ABOUT OUR DEFINITION OF �) � 53 About our de�nition of �) �In [11], the de�nition of �) � does not require strictness:De�nition 5 f : �)wh � if � � f = � � f � �.By lifting D and de�ning new projections, the strictness requirement can be expressed. (Forexample, I ) H is equivalent to STR)wh H0 in [11].) We added the strictness requirement justto avoid the lifting operation, but this leaves open the question of de�nability of I )wh H, i.e.head-strictness without strictness.In fact, it is unde�nable, but so are many other properties that are de�nable when strictnessis required. The basic problem is that Fact 1 fails for )wh, so even smash projections lead tounde�nable properties.Consider this sequence of functions:f2i : x 7! ?i:?f2i+1 : ? 7! ?i:?x 7! ?i+1:?; x 6= ?Suppose � is a projection, and �(?:?) = ?. Obviously, f2i = f2i � � for all i; and f2i+1(?:?) =?i+1 6= ?i = f2i+1(�(?:?)). It is also easy to show that the sequence < fi >i�0 is increasing andthat all fi are computable.Thus, I )wh � is unde�nable for any such �.1 This includes tail strictness (I )wh T ) [11] andsimple head-strictness (I )wh HB) [3], although their strict versions (I ) T and I ) HB) arede�nable [3].In summary: we required strictness in our de�nition to avoid having to liftD, even though not all�)wh � are expressible using). We were justi�ed in doing this because the inexpressible �)wh �(namely, those that include non-strict functions) are unde�nable by abstract interpretation.4 BHA-style analysisOne formulation of strictness analysis that is widely followed is the one presented in [1, 4]. There,the Scott-closed subsets of D | the relevant property of these subsets is that they are downward-closed | play a leading role. In particular, BHA-style analyses can only characterize properties thatare downward-closed, such as strictness. Thus, the existence of the chain f1 v f2 su�ces to provethe unde�nability of head-strictness, since f2 is head-strict and f1 is not; adding f0 demonstratesthe unde�nability of non-head-strictness.It is probably fair to say that most abstract interpretations of interest are either downward-closed or upward-closed. That is, most program transformations are either equivalence-preservingin the presence of non-termination or equivalence-preserving in the presence of guaranteed ter-mination. ([1] extends the BHA-style analysis to upward-closed properties.) However, this stillleaves many properties occupying an unde�nable middle ground | most obviously, any product ofa downward-closed and an upward-closed analysis. Our result is stronger than unde�nability viaBHA-style analysis, since it precludes analysis by any method whatsoever.Finally, we note that recently Hunt [8], building on [1], has presented a non-monotonic abstractinterpretation for head-strictness, basing his safety proof on logical relations.1I thank Marc Neuberger for this observation.
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